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Conversations with women leaders

There has been much to celebrate over the past few weeks - with women
making up a majority of attendees at the much hyped Jobs and Skills Summit
(compared to the 1983 summit where Susan Ryan was the only woman in the
room), the establishment of a federal Women's Economic Equality Taskforce
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led by Sam Mostyn and a recognition that addressing the gender pay gap and
childcare affordability are central to resolving Australia's economic challenges. 

Last week GIWL Chair Julia Gillard also participated in a wonderful conversation
with Dame Quentin Bryce in partnership with WOW Australia. 'Once upon a time
in Australia' brought together Australia's f irst and only female Prime Minister
and Governor-General, with incredible ref lections on their working relationship,
and a call to action for the next generation of female leaders. Keep an eye out
on our socials for the recording of this very special event, which will be available
soon. 

We were also honoured to host Professor Amanda Tyler, Ruth Bader-Ginsburg's
co-author and former clerk in August. Amanda was in conversation with Helen
Murrell, the ACT's f irst female Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and the
recording of that discussion is now available. We also hosted a consultative
roundtable discussion with ACT Senator David Pocock on the proposed new
paid leave for family and domestic violence. This roundtable brought together
key voices from women’s groups across the ACT with experts at ANU to discuss
the legislation. We are grateful for everyone for sharing their time and expertise
at these events, and we look forward to hosting similar conversations in the
future.

We also have some exciting upcoming events, including a conversation about
female leadership next week between Dr Ramona Vijeyarasa and GIWL
Research Fellow Dr Elise Stephenson. GIWL Director, Professor Michelle Ryan, will
be speaking to Kristine Ziwica about her new book, Leaning Out tomorrow night
- grab your tickets for both at the links below. There are also a small number
of late release tickets still available for Julia Gillard's Not Now, Not Ever show in
Sydney on October 5.

In this month's research spotlight, we profile some the recent work of our
Director, Professor Michelle Ryan. In a new journal article, Michelle and a team
of experts examine intersectional invisibility in women's diversity
interventions. They stress that it is crucial, when designing gender diversity
interventions, to understand that women are not a monolith. 

Finally, in the latest episode from A Podcast of One's Own, Julia talks to Dr Lina
AbiRafeh, who is a global women’s rights expert and gender equality
advocate. Lina has worked as an advisor and aid worker for various human
rights and development organisations, including the World Bank and several
United Nations agencies. A Podcast of One's Own also has a new 'Spotlight
Series', which focuses on the latest news, issues and ideas on women and
gender equality.

Natalie Barr
Chief Operations Off icer

Visit our website
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The Woman President - How Female
Politicians Lead Differently

The Global Institute for Women’s
Leadership is pleased to host the
Canberra book launch for Dr
Ramona Vijeyarasa and her latest
work The Woman President:
Leadership, Law and Legacy for
Women Based on Experiences from
South and Southeast Asia which
looks at the difference a female
leader can make to the lives of
women.

Join us in person at the ANU on the
12th of September to be part of this
important conversation about
female leadership between
Dr Vijeyarasa and GIWL Research
Fellow, Dr Elise Stephenson.

REGISTER HERE

Leaning Out with Kristine Ziwica
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The ANU and the Canberra Times will be presenting a conversation between
Kristine Ziwica and Michelle Ryan on the 7th of September.

Kristine Ziwica's new book, Leaning Out, which maps a decade of stasis on the
gender equality front in Australia, and why the pandemic has led to a
breakthrough. As the historic 2021 Women's March attests, a generation of
younger women are speaking truth to power and changing the way we think of
women in the workplace.

Register here so you don't miss what will be a fascinating conversation about
women in the workplace.

GET TICKETS

Prof Michelle Ryan & Dr Thekla
Moregnroth Win Wegner Theoretical

Innovation Prize

Congratulations to Dr Thekla Morgenroth and our Director, Professor Michelle
Ryan for winning the Daniel M. Wegner Theoretical Innovation Prize! They won
the award for their journal article, The Effects of Gender Trouble: An Integrative
Theoretical Framework of the Perpetuation and Disruption of the Gender/Sex
Binary. 

The Daniel M. Wegner Theoretical Innovation Prize is a prize for a single
outstanding contribution that recognizes the author of an article or book
chapter judged to provide the most innovative theoretical contribution to
social/personality psychology within a given year.

In their award-winning article, Thekla and Michelle challenge the way
psychologists have traditionally treated gender/sex in theory and empirical
work and propose new avenues and implications for future
research. They propose that gender trouble can elicit threat—personal threat,
group-based and identity threat, and system threat—which in turn leads to
efforts to alleviate this threat through the reinforcement of the gender/sex
binary. Click here to read more.
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Women's Leadership Institute
Fellowship

Congratulations to GIWL
Research Fellow Dr Elise
Stephenson for becoming a
fellow of the Women's
Leadership Institute Australia
(WLIA).

Elise is a multi award-winning gender
researcher with an entrepreneurial
background and her work focuses on

intervening at critical junctures to be at the forefront of projects on gender,
sexuality and leadership.

WLIA Fellowships are awarded to those who are leaders in their respective f ields,
women who have innovative approaches and the courage, conviction and
capacity to create real change. Through advocacy, policy and research
fellowships, WLIA is building a community of leaders focused on achieving
greater gender equality in Australia.

Elise says that she is "thrilled to be a WLIA fellow, to both support and be
supported by initiatives provoking systemic changes to policy, industry,
government and ultimately society. It is through this network of individuals and
institutions across Australia (and our world) that we can keep pressure on to
create the kind of society where all thrive."

Recognising the importance of intersectionality

Research Spotlight
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GIWL Director, Prof Michelle Ryan, and a team of experts, including Dr Chuk Yan
Wong, Assistant Professor Teri Kirby, and Professor Floor Rink, have recently
published a research article titled 'Intersectional Invisibility in Women's Diversity
Interventions'. The article examines whether racially marginalized women have
different diversity interventions needs than White women, and whether
organizations are less likely to represent those needs (i.e., intersectional
invisibility). They found evidence of intersectional invisibility where
organizations were more likely to address agency-enhancing intervention
needs while failing to include other intervention needs relevant for Black
women and Asian women. You can read the article in full here.

Curtin Uni and ANU researchers want to hear about experiences

Call out for research participants
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You’re invited to participate in a short online survey about your interactions
with the news media.

The survey should take about 10-15 minutes to complete.

This survey is suitable for anyone who has the potential to do news media
interviews, even if  they have limited experience.

All responses will be anonymous. Participation is entirely voluntary and can be
withdrawn at any time. You can click here to f ind out more and to access the
survey.

A Podcast of One's Own

A Podcast of One's Own with Julia Gillard

Julia recently talked to Dr Lina AbiRafeh, who is a global women’s rights expert
and gender equality advocate. She has spent more than two decades working
to eradicate gender-based violence worldwide, working in more than 20
countries, including Afghanistan, Haiti, the Democratic Republic of Congo,
Nepal, and many more. In 2018 and 2019, Dr AbiRafeh was listed among the
Gender Equality Top 100 most inf luential people in Global Policy for her research
and dedication to gender-based violence prevention.

A Podcast of One's Own also now has a 'Spotlight Series' which takes a deep-
dive into the latest news, issues and ideas on women and gender equality, and
feature incredible researchers from the Global Institute for Women’s
Leadership and beyond. Julia was recently in conversation with Anna Whitelock,
a historian, author and broadcaster who specialises in monarchy. They spoke
about Queen Elizabeth II's historic reign and what it can teach us about gender
roles and female leadership.

LISTEN HERE

Global Institute f or Women's Leadership
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